TUESDAY DECEMBER 5TH


Location: Hayes 602

1p - 6p: STUDY QUEST: Participating in a Holistic Residential Architecture Workshop

Location: Hayes 502

FALL 2023 FACULTY

Sergio Lopez-Pineiro (UW Milwaukee), Daphne Pugliese (Olmsted Parks Conservancy), Alissa Diamond, Stephanie Cramer, Julia Czerniak, Anne Dafchik, Gregory Delaney, Daphne Pugliese, Samina Raja, Alan \n
FRIDAY DECEMBER 8TH

4p - 6p: OPTION STUDIO: New Connections

Location: Hayes 402

Critics: Michael Anderson (Architectural Morphosis), Scott Archambault (Architectural Morphosis), Jeffrey Bailey (Jeffrey Bailey Architect), Stephen Amman (Carmina Wood Design), Korydon Smith, Jin Young Song

1p - 6p: URBAN DESIGN + Plng.: Visions for the Buffalo Science Museum

Location: Hayes 402

Critics: Scott Archambault (Architectural Morphosis), Sydney Brown (ROCC), Brian Carter, Seth Amman, Alissa Diamond, Shawn Chiki Lewis, Joyce Hwang, Nicole Sarmiento, Joseph Swerdlin, Daniel Tschumi, Marie Tuzzo

THURSDAY DECEMBER 14TH

4p - 7:30: URBAN DESIGN + Plng.: Visions for the Buffalo Science Museum

Location: Hayes 402

Critics: Scott Archambault (Architectural Morphosis), Sydney Brown (ROCC), Brian Carter, Seth Amman, Alissa Diamond, Shawn Chiki Lewis, Joyce Hwang, Nicole Sarmiento, Joseph Swerdlin, Daniel Tschumi, Marie Tuzzo

FRIDAY DECEMBER 15TH

4p - 5: US Small Words Program / AIC 240: Theoretical Provocations and Analysis of the NYSDOT-Proposed Tunnel in Clements’ Hummocky Park

Location: Design-Grade Campus Community

Critics: Bradley Weeks